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INITIAL STAGE

Blue water. Dark. Nothing going up or extending up. We sink into the dark water. We go under the 
water. We are submering downward. We sink in to the dark blue. There are no yellow lights here. 

Relax, close past and future targets. Blue. Sinking. Down. Fatigue. Forgetfulness. 

Yellow bright scrapy element scratchy surface. Glowing gold element. Climbing up. Going down into 
the water. 

It's very dark here. 

2 Calm, still, sinking down, forgetfulness
0 Smooth, velvety, wrapped around
6 A pointy red element standing up from the water
3 Sinking down and not even floating, slowly falling down in the water

6 A place where we can be
6 Red glowing element
0 Yellow orange
8 Sturdy slope even if pushed on

Feels like the emotion of depression. 

SECONDARY STAGE, yes, that few with initial elements

I am sinking here not floating. The mountain has sharp pointy parts that are facing downward like on 
a Christmas tree. It is red and like with several ski slopes one on top of another. The mountain has 
height and we fall down along it. It is hot. It is difficult to breathe there on the top of the red orange 
mountain. Why do I feel so sad and depressed here? 

Sinking into the water. Depression emotion. Death, dying. Climbing up but falling down. We fall, we 
drift away. Death, somebody died here. We climbed up the orange Christmas tree, and then we fell 
down. Water. This is a sad target. It is water and emotion. Climbing down, to death. Someone died 
here. So is it energy or water? We climbed up and then we climbed down. It's death, it's failure, it's 



demise. Someone was climbing and they fell and died. Death. This target is death. We sunk into the 
water and died. So is it energy or water? 

We were climbing something, so let's climb. But then we fell down. It is a failure and a 
disappointment. Into the water we go. We sink down into the water. I am going to have to say that 
this is a water target. Energy is I think not defined as emotions in this target pool. 

Death and sinking. Falling asleep dying. Getting knocked unconscious. 

Look for structures in the water, wave arms around to find something there: Just the falling down. 
The object on the right side which is the red mountain. Investigate red mountain: I can't climb up it. 

The orange red Christmas tree has sharp edges and it resists letting anybody in to it. It makes people 
fall off of it. It has many sharp edges. People have tried to climb it. The tree mountain sharp parts 
feel like made out of glass. People fell off of it. People cannot stay on it. 

I turn the target landscape 180 degrees around on the horisontal plane and I find the sharp things 
on the tree mountain. People slipped off of it. Something fell down along it like along a ski slope. 

I had a long break here in between. 

We tried to climb up somewhere. There is a hole in the ground. We have to go down into the hole. 
Golden slope that is sharp. 

It's hard to climb the mountain. It is a large element which repulses us, this thing itself is not water. 
The target is not as simple as being just "water". This sharp repelling mountain is also there. I have 
to choose water because that is where we sink in. 

Notes: Start 6:27 PM
8:42 PM End session. 

There is a large mountain shaped element with many sharp slopes making it shaped like a Christmas 
tree, orange red color and rough and sharp, it repels people and people who tried to climb it slid 
down below. Below is water and people sink down into the water where they feel depression and 
death. Sinking, falling, death.

Feedback: It's the lemurs again. No water and no orange Christmas tree shaped mountain, nothing 
sharp or coarse. Fail session. Although I had some strong emotions from this target image the first 
time when I had it too but I recall it being negative harsh emotions. Oh well fail session anyway, no 
resemblance from my report to the target image at all. 

Thoughts: What could I have done differently. The initial elements are not recognizable to the target 
image, therefore when the foundation initial stage fails I would not know how to do anything 
differently or better, since I grasp the IEs from thin air and am not "doing" anything. 

1. water
2. mountain



3. lifeform
4. energy
5. structure
6. land

2063 - 6608
ELEMENTS LISTING

IE. Water that we sink down into, dark blue water it is calm there. 

IE. Pointy red orange yellow element stands out from the water has the shape of a Christmas tree. 

IE. Feels like the emotion of depression. 


